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**JOURNAL JUMBLE**

by Jerry Seay (Library School Guru)

This is a new feature, all of you out there, by our illustrious library school student (see page 35). With each issue, he'll try to do a puzzle featuring a particular journal. Discover the answer by filling in the blanks and then unscrambling the circled letters to form the name of a journal.

CLUE: This European journal has changed its title and publisher (so, what else is new?).

Let us know if you have a suggestion as to a journal worthy of inclusion.

1) "The..." = Hard core newsletter editor

2) "..." = “Holy” city, especially after Hugo

3) "..." = Where serials come from

4) "..." = Found in front of “services”

Put the circled letters in the spaces below and then unscramble them to make the journal title.

---

(The journal has two words to the title and the words are each jumbled up separately.)

Answer in our next issue.